The current status of photon and dilepton emission in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions is reviewed, and recent developments are highlighted. The importance of emissions at early, intermediate and late times is emphasized.
Introduction
There is compelling evidence that a plasma of deconfined nuclear matter is created in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Analyses of soft hadron measurements suggest that this plasma approaches local thermal equilibrium rapidly (τ ∼ 0.1-1 fm) and proceeds to a relatively long (τ ∼ 10 fm) phase of hydrodynamical expansion [1] . Most soft hadrons are understood to be produced toward the end of this expansion, giving them a limited sensitivity to the properties of the earlier, hotter parts of the plasma.
Electromagnetic probes, on the other hand, have a long mean-free-path compared to the size of the plasma. They can thus escape and reach the detectors with minimum interactions with the medium, giving them the potential to provide information about the earlier stages of the deconfined plasma [2] . As such, they complement hadronic observables and provide additional constraints on the spacetime evolution of the plasma and its properties.
In ultra-relativistic proton-proton collisions, which are used as reference for heavy ion collisions, electromagnetic emission is generally well understood. Photons are produced as the result of hard parton interactions ("prompt photons") and through decays of unstable hadrons. This latter source can usually be constrained experimentally and removed from measurements, producing the observable known as "direct photons". This subtraction is difficult and often not done for dileptons, and hadronic decays constitute a large contribution to dilepton observables. Other sources of dileptons include hard parton interactions ("Drell-Yan dileptons") and decays of heavy quarks.
All sources of electromagnetic probes found in proton-proton collisions are also encountered in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions, all modified in one way or the other by the formation of the deconfined plasma and by cold nuclear matter effects. Additional sources of emission are induced by the deconfined plasma, such as the thermal photons and dileptons radiated by the plasma during its hydrodynamical expansion [2] . The imprint left by the plasma on thermal emissions, prompt photons, decays of heavy quarks and hadrons, and other possible sources of radiation, all constitute additional levers to help constrain the properties of the plasma.
In this contribution, the current status of electromagnetic probes in heavy ion collisions is reviewed. A discussion of early and late stage emissions is provided to put in context recent work on the subject [3] . Photons are used as example, but most considerations apply to dileptons as well. The discussion is primarily oriented toward ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions at the LHC and at the top RHIC energy, where the description of the spacetime evolution of the plasma in terms of hydrodynamics is best understood. T direct photon spectra and anisotropies (mainly v 2 and v 3 ), the dilepton invariant mass spectra, and a limited measurement of the dilepton v 2 at small invariant mass [4] . The direct photon spectra was also measured at the LHC for Pb-Pb collisions with √ s NN = 2760 GeV, and the direct photon v 2 is under active investigations [5] , with some preliminary measurements having been presented in the past. It is generally believed that direct photon observables are dominated by thermal photons at low p γ T . The exponential dependence of the soft direct photon spectra is often cited as support for this conclusion, although photons produced through other mechanisms, such as interactions of hard partons with the plasma [6] , could realistically produce a similar signature. Stronger support for thermal photons as the main source of low p γ T photons is the similarity of the direct photon v 2 and the charged hadron one in terms of size and shape: few mechanisms have been shown to be able to produce both a significant contribution to the low p γ T photon spectra with a large v n closely resembling the charged hadron's.
As for the dilepton invariant mass spectra, in Au-Au collisions at √ s NN = 200 GeV, there are two windows around 0.3−0.6 GeV and 0.8−1.0 GeV where it is generally agreed that thermal dileptons shine above hadronic and heavy quark decays (see e.g. Ref. [7, 8] ). At higher invariant mass, there are also wide regions where heavy quark decays are dominant, and can be used to study the plasma through heavy quark energy loss. The expected importance of thermal emission is the reason behind the efforts being made to compute them with increasing accuracy. While these efforts have produced good agreement with dilepton measurements at the RHIC (e.g. Ref. [8] ), comparisons of thermal photon calculations with data are still not fully satisfactory. Recent calculations of thermal photons based on a hydrodynamical description of the plasma [9] underestimate the central values of the measured spectra by up to a factor of three at the RHIC, with less tension observed at the LHC. Keeping in mind the significant experimental uncertainties, this translate into a deviation of approximately one sigma or less at the LHC, and two sigma's or less at RHIC. It must be emphasized that this tension is quantitative but not qualitative: the overall shape of the measured spectra is described well by current thermal photon calculations. As for direct photon v n measurements, there is tension with calculations at the RHIC, especially at larger p γ T , but also good agreement at lower p γ T . Moreover, the tension at higher p γ T is understood to originate from the suppression of the thermal photon v 2 due to prompt photons (see e.g. Ref. [9] for more details). Calculations of the thermal photon v 2 are actually very similar to direct photon v 2 measurements. Consequently, as far as thermal photons are concerned, the current tension with both spectra and v n measurements originate mainly from one cause: too few thermal photons are predicted by calculations.
In view of the above, it is still reasonable at the moment to work under the assumption that low p γ T direct photons are dominated by thermal photons, despite the current tension with up-to-date calculations. Various proposals that have been made to address this situation are reviewed in the next sections.
Thermal emission & spacetime evolution
Evaluating electromagnetic emission in heavy ion collisions requires a detailed spacetime description of the plasma, a description typically provided by hydrodynamics, although other approaches have been used [10] . Hydrodynamical models can be summarized by an initial condition, the equations of motion of relativistic viscous hydrodynamics, an equation of state, transport coefficients such as shear and bulk viscosities, and a criteria to decide when to stop describing the plasma as its temperature decreases. The usual assumption is that hydrodynamics provides a reasonable description of the plasma's expansion until its temperature drops below confinement, at which point hadronic degrees of freedom can be used. Hadronic transport models can then further describe the interactions of the resulting hadrons, and hadronic observables are evaluated once all interactions cease.
Initial conditions for hydrodynamics, usually provided at a fixed time τ = √ t 2 − z 2 , are either constrained by simplified first-principle descriptions of the earlytime dynamics of heavy-ion collisions, or an ansatz like the Glauber model, in both case with some parameters to be adjusted to measurements. The ansatz approach can be sufficient to study many hadronic observables, which often have a limited sensitivity to smaller features of the initial conditions. This is not necessarily sufficient for electromagnetic probes, which are emitted at all times. In this sense, a smooth transition from early time degrees of freedom to hydrodynamics is a desirable feature of hydrodynamics models of heavy ion collisions.
This continuous transition between the early plasma, the intermediate hydrodynamical expansion and the late time hadronic transport blurs the distinction between thermal emission and radiation produced when the medium is not necessarily very close to local equilibrium. To better illustrate this issue, the simulated temperature profile for a single central Pb-Pb collision ( √ s NN = 2760 GeV), as obtained with the hydrodynamical model used in Ref. [9, 11] , is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of time and transverse direction. As is usually the case with hydrodynamic simulations, hadronic observables were used to constrain all parameters of the model. The entire spacetime evolution of the plasma is fixed and electromagnetic observables are computed a posteriori. For this central event, the hottest regions of the plasma reach temperatures of 500-600 MeV at the point when the hydrodynamics simulation is started, τ 0 = 0.4 fm. Figure 1 shows how rapidly the plasma cools down as it expands. The production of thermal photons and dileptons is given by where T (X) is the temperature of the plasma, u µ (X) the flow velocity, and the integral runs over the spacetime volume of the plasma. For the event shown in Fig. 1 , the spectra of thermal photons produced in different ranges of temperature is shown in Fig. 2(a) . There are three factors that impact thermal emission: the temperature, the spacetime volume and the flow velocity distribution. The temperature and spacetime volume distribution can be seen in Fig. 1 . The flow velocity, not shown in Fig. 1 , is small at early times but increases as the plasma expands. This flow has a large effect on thermal photon production, illustrated in Fig. 2(b) by showing what thermal production would be like without the effect of the flow velocity. Note that this is for illustration purpose only, and that it obviously does not represent a physical situation. Figures 1 and 2 show that despite the very small spacetime volume with a temperature above 300 MeV, a significant number of photons are emitted, because of the large thermal photon emission rate d 4 Γ γ /d 4 k at high temperature. The effect of the flow velocity for this range of temperatures is very small, as seen by the small difference between Fig. 2 (a) and (b) (solid curve). The photon emission rate decreases with the temperature, but since the spacetime volume increases, photon production remains high. Figure 2(b) shows how lower temperatures translate into steeper slopes for the photon spectra, as a result of the ∼ exp(−p T /T ) dependence of the thermal rate d 4 Γ γ /d 4 k. On the other hand, Fig. 2(a) shows how the flow velocity developed during the expansion significantly shift the higher p γ T spectra for low temperature emissions, giving photons emitted in all temperature ranges a much more similar p γ T slope. A detailed investigation of the effect of flow velocities on thermal photon production can be found in Refs [12, 13] .
Figures 1 and 2 can be used to better illustrate the importance of photon emission at early and late times, which is discussed in the next sections. Figures 1 and 2 show that, if the plasma can maintain near local equilibrium at temperatures below confinement, significant electromagnetic emission is produced owing to the large volume and flow velocity predicted by hydrodynamics. It is however more common, and likely more appropriate, to describe the late stage of heavy ion collisions with hadronic degrees of freedom whose interactions are simulated with a transport model. Studies of photon production in heavy ion collisions with such a hybrid approach include Refs [14, 15] (see also references to previous works therein). More recent efforts include Ref. [16] . Mixed approaches in which a transport model description is coarse-grained to obtain a near-thermal medium from which electromagnetic emission is evaluated have also been studied, see e.g. Refs [17, 18] .
Late time electromagnetic emission
Looking at the effect of a late stage hadronic transport on both hadrons and electromagnetic emissions simultaneously is of prime importance: it is needed to clarify how much photons and dileptons are produced at low temperatures, and also how smooth a transition between hydrodynamics and transport can be obtained. Moreover it offers an opportunity to make connections between hydrodynamics and different descriptions of the plasma [10] , with regard to both hadrons and electromagnetic probes.
Early time dynamics & electromagnetic emission
Understanding the early time dynamics of the plasma and its thermalization and transition to hydrodynamics is a very active topic of research. While significant progress has been made in recent years (see Refs [19, 20, 21] ), obtaining a realistic first-principle description of the early plasma remains a challenge.
The hydrodynamic evolution shown in Fig. 1 begins at time τ = 0.4 fm; there are no contributions in Fig. 2 from photons emitted at earlier times. Most thermal photon and dilepton calculations in the literature include only emission past the time τ 0 at which the hydrodynamic evolution begins 2 . This affects calculations of electromagnetic emissions on different levels.
Thermalisation is thought to be a gradual process, which implies that there must be an extended spacetime region I at early times where the medium is not too far from local equilibrium, and different hypersurfaces in I could serve as initial conditions for hydrodynamics. For simplicity, I can be approximated by a range of times: range. By using τ 0 ≈ τ eq lower , calculations could in theory include all thermal radiation produced while the plasma can reasonably be described with hydrodynamics, but τ eq lower is not known precisely. It is thus generally not clear how much near-thermal emission is missing in different calculations. However, as seen in Fig. 1(a) , it is possible to say that early time emission is mostly at high p γ T (above 1.5 − 2 GeV) for photons, and is likely to be a modest contribution at lower values of p γ T . A more detailed investigation, with similar conclusions, can be found in Ref. [22] .
At times before τ eq lower , the plasma is increasingly out of equilibrium, and if a temperature is nevertheless defined by coarse-graining, it should grow much more slowly than the approximate T ∝ τ −1/3 dependence of hydrodynamics. Electromagnetic emission in this region must be evaluated in a different framework, and one should be careful with estimates based on thermal emission rates and spacetime volume arguments: electromagnetic emission at early times may not be dominated by soft (near-thermal) modes, but rather by harder modes which carry a significant fraction of the plasma's energy.
The properties of the early plasma after hydrodynamics becomes acceptable (τ τ eq lower in the notation used above) are also important. The very earliest times are understood to be dominated by gluons. If the plasma reaches thermal equilibrium before chemical equilibrium, hydrodynamics could be applicable at early times although the plasma is still dominated by gluons. This would lead to an overall suppression of photons and dileptons emitted. Recent investigations of this effect include Refs [23, 24] . In the case of photons, this once again affects mainly higher p γ T emissions. To summarize the effect on photons, it can be said with reasonable certainty that early time thermal or near-thermal emission contribute mainly at higher p γ T ( 1.5-2 GeV). Questions of chemical equilibration of the early plasma, or photon emissions at times earlier than the usual initialization time τ 0 of hydrodynamics, will probably be restricted to this upper range of p γ T . It is thus unlikely that they would explain a tension with measurements spread across a large range of p γ T . Moreover, such photons tend to have a much smaller v n then suggested by current measurements. Non-thermal photon emission at early time have not yet been studied very much for heavy ion collisions, and could in theory contribute at all p γ T . It is a question that will deserve further investigations.
Other developments
The thermal electromagnetic emission rate, denoted d 4 Γ γ /d 4 k in Eq. 1, is central in the evaluation of thermal radiation. Evaluating this rate in the range of temperatures relevant for heavy ion collisions (T ∼ 100-600 MeV) remains a theoretical challenge. For temperatures above confinement, recent efforts include the perturbative evaluation at next-to-leading order in α s of the photon and dilepton rates [25, 26, 27, 28] , comparisons of the perturbative photon rate with lattice calculations [29] , and increasing efforts to constrain the thermal rates with holographic approaches [30, 31] . Efforts below confinement include the calculation of additional hadronic emission channels [32] . Progress has also been made in evaluating the corrections to the thermal rates due to shear and bulk viscosities [33] .
As is clear from Fig. 2(a) , thermal emissions at temperatures around and slightly above deconfinement are very large contributions to the total thermal signal. There is on-going debates on the magnitude of the thermal rates in this temperature range. Above confinement, some investigations suggest that the perturbative thermal photon rate is considerably too large [31, 34] , or possibly too large only for low energy photons [29] , or too large for low energy photons and too small for higher energy ones [30] . It will be important to see if a common ground can be found, and also to better understand how much and in what range of temperatures holographic calculations can be relied on.
Prompt photons, produced in hard parton collisions at the initial nuclei impact, are certainly a dominant source of direct photons for p γ T 3 GeV, and possibly a non-negligible source at lower p γ T as well. Photons from parton interactions with the plasma ("jet-medium photons"), which are closely related to the fragmentation photon component of prompt photons, most likely contribute to low p γ T direct photons (see e.g. Ref. [6] ). There has not been any recent attempts to evaluate simultaneously and consistently prompt and jet-plasma photons using the latest advances in parton energy loss and hydrodynamical modelling of heavy ion collisions. The implementation of prompt photon production at next-to-leading order in a Monte Carlo model [35] could provide impetus for new studies of this important question.
Besides heavy ion collisions, there is also increasing interest in electromagnetic probes in smaller collision systems [36, 37] and at lower collision energies such as those provided by the RHIC beam energy scan. These systems will provide a different angle of approach to study electromagnetic probes, and may help better understand collectivity in nuclear collisions.
Summary and outlook
Electromagnetic probes offer additional sensitivity to the properties of plasma across a broad range of temperatures: the early and hot phases of the plasma, the confinement region and possibly also the low temperature, late stage of the medium. Considerable progress has been made over the past years in the understanding of thermal electromagnetic probes. Future work on prompt and jet-medium photons, thermal emission rates around and above confinement, and early and late stage emission, will bring our understanding of electromagnetic probes to the next level, and shed additional light on tensions observed with measurements. Time is also ripe for simultaneous studies of photon and dilepton production using recent developments in our understanding of heavy ion collisions, to clarify what is the status of these closely related observables.
Should increasingly accurate measurements of direct photons and refined calculations continue to show tension, new interesting possibilities will have to be considered more closely. This include the contribution of more exotic sources of electromagnetic probes, and modifications to the current picture of the evolution of heavy ion collisions. Electromagnetic probes promise plenty of opportunities to push the boundaries of our current understanding of heavy ion collisions and QCD.
